Michael Leeworthy is a seasoned gallery and commission Artist whose work encompasses an unusually wide range of styles. His work is spontaneous and inspired. It can be confronting, amusing and beautiful, sometimes at the same time. He is capable of drawing anything requested, but continues to paint what ever comes from his heart onto his brush.

Born one of six children in 1948 in Glenhuntly Melbourne Victoria. First exhibited and sold at the “Herald Outdoor Art Show” Melbourne in 1967
Left school aged sixteen to become Window Dresser then operated his own Window Display business (mainly fashion) for twenty years. He worked as a interior designer and decorator. Designed and hand built several homes and gardens. He attended numerous Art courses, Life
drawing, Ceramics, Stained Glass at Moorabin Technical and College Frankston Tafe.

Michael Leeworthy frequently is asked to open and Judge Art shows in his area. He is the winner of various Art prizes including the inaugural Art Prize at the Oak Hill Gallery Mornington 2007.